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About the workflow and authoring
improvements for TKBs
TKB v4 introduces a new content workflow system with pre-defined roles and
permissions you can grant community members. Having a simple, well-defined
workflow for authors, editors, and publishers to follow to produce new community
content is critical to creating high-quality and engaging content in a timely manner.
Different people have different responsibilities in the content creation workflow, and
it’s important for teams to be able to collaborate on new and existing articles at scale
and not get in each other’s way.
Granular control over author, editor, and publisher permissions enables you to
prescribe who can perform each task in the publishing workflow.
Each TKB article moves through different states and are assigned to members with
specific roles. Thus, members always know what state an article is in, when it’s their
turn to work on the content, and what they must do to move the article to the next
step in the publishing workflow.
This document covers:
●
●
●
●
●

Overview of TKB v4 content workflow
Key enhancements
TKB article states
The granular roles and permissions
Workflow of a TKB article with an example

Overview of TKB v4 content workflow
This flowchart shows how an article moves through the publishing workflow and the
tasks members with specific roles can perform.

Enable TKB v4
To use the new TKB content workflow feature, you upgrade to TKB v4:
1. Go to S
 tudio > Features.
2. Select version 4 for TKBs.

3. Click Save.
Note: O
 pen a support ticket to enable this feature.

Key enhancements
TKB v4 includes several enhancements:

●

Granular Permissions: More robust permission structure to support different
content roles Author, Editor, Publisher for different purposes create, review
and publish respectively.

●

3-step workflow: Enhancement to the process of publishing articles with a

3-step workflow that provides for authoring, editing and publishing.

●

Dashboard improvements: Improved article dashboard to track an article’s
journey in the publishing workflow and make it easier to take relevant actions.

●

Draft History view: A new component to track every action performed on an
article until it is published. This records what action was done by whom and at

what date and time.

●

Notifications: Notifications to relevant community members at every stage in
the Workflow. (Available in a later release)

TKB article states
In the new publishing workflow, TKB articles can be in one of four states:

●
●
●
●

In Draft: Article has been created or edited but is not ready to be reviewed or
published
Awaiting Review: Article draft is ready for review
Awaiting Publication: Article has been reviewed and is ready for approval and
publication
Published: Article has been published. If this article was a revision for an
already-published article, this new version replaces the previous version in the
community
Note: Any unpublished articles are assigned the “In Draft” state when
they are migrated from v1/2/3 to v4.

View the state of TKB articles that are yet to be published
1. Go to your TKB.
2. Click Options.

The Knowledge Base Article Dashboard lists all the articles that are yet to be
published under different tabs as shown below. It also shows

Filter a list of TKB articles by workflow state
Click the A
 ll menu and select one of the options to view the list of all articles in any of
the specific states.

Roles and permissions for TKB v4
TKB v4 includes several out-of-the-box roles with specific authoring permissions.
Depending on the assigned role, members can create, edit, review, and/or publish
articles.
Default roles for TKB v4 include:
● TKBAuthor: Can start and edit TKB articles
● TKBEditor: Can edit articles that are in the Awaiting Review state. TKBEditors
can send articles back to the TKBAuthor if there are changes required or can
forward the article to the TKBPublisher for publication
● TKBPublisher: Can approve and publish articles that are in the Awaiting
Publication s tate or send the article back to the TKBEditor if additional
changes are needed
Note: By default Community Admins will have all the three capabilities.

Default TKB article permissions for each TKB role
Each TKB article role has specific TKB Article permissions granted or denied, shown
below.

Tip: To learn the details about each permission, hover over the tooltip in the
permissions list.
TKBAuthor

TKBEditor

TKBPublisher

Learn more about r oles and permissions and s pecific permission descriptions.
Learn more about c
 reating roles and a
 ssigning roles to a community member.

Workflow of a TKB article
Let’s walk through an example of how a TKB article moves through the three-step
workflow until it is published.
1. The TKBAuthor clicks S
 tart Article to start a new TKB article.

2. The TKBAuthor writes the TKB. He can either click S
 ave Draft to update the
article later or S
 ubmit for Review to send the article for review to the
TKBEditor.

3. The article is now in the A
 waiting Review state and waiting on the TKBEditor
to take action.

Note: Authors can still r ecall TKB articles at this point in the workflow.
4. The article is now in the A
 waiting Review state and waiting on the TKBEditor
to take action.

5. The TKBEditor opens the TKB Dashboard and sees that there are articles in
the A
 waiting Review state.
The TKBEditor can:
● Edit Draft to make changes.
● Return to Author if the TKB requires changes from the TKBAuthor.
● Submit for Publication to send the article to the TKBPublisher.

In this example, the TKBEditor clicks Submit for Publication. The draft moves
to the Awaiting Publication state and is forwarded to the TKBPublisher.

6. The TKBPublisher opens the TKB Dashboard and sees that there are articles in
the A
 waiting Publication state.

7. The TKBPublisher clicks the article to review the draft.

8. The TKBPublisher can:
● Return to Editor to send the article back to the TKBEditor.
● Post to publish the article in the community TKB.
● Schedule Publication to publish the article at a later time.

In this example, the TKBPublisher clicks P
 ost. The article is published in the
Community.

Versioning of articles in workflow
An article starts with version 0.1 when created and increments whenever an edit
action is performed. Version increments are 0.xx till its published. Once published
version of the article is 1.0. If an article is edited post publish, it creates a new draft 1.1
and increments so on till it’s published as 2.0.

Other actions in the publishing workflow
Throughout the publishing workflow, different actions can be taken on articles in
different circumstances. For example:
●
●
●
●

The TKBAuthor might want to recall the TKB to make modifications
irrespective of the state the article is at (expect the Published state)
The TKBEditor might decide that the content in the TKB needs modifications
and returns it to the TKBAuthor
The TKBPublisher might not approve of the content in the TKB and returns it
to the TKBEditor
The TKBPublisher might want to schedule to publish the article at a later date

Recall
The TKBAuthor can recall the article to I n Draft s tate from any state (i.e., Awaiting
Review or Awaiting Publication) before it is published in the community.
The below screenshot shows that the article is in the Awaiting Review s tate. The
TKBAuthor can click the R
 ecall button to recall the article.

The Draft History records the Recall action.

Similarly, as shown below, the TKBAuthor can R
 ecall the article even when it
is in the Awaiting Publication state:

Return to Author
When the TKB is in the Awaiting Review state, the TKBEditor can click the Return
to Author b
 utton to return the draft to the TKBAuthor.

The draft then goes to the In Draft state.

Return to Editor
If the draft of the article is in the A
 waiting Publication state, the TKBPublisher can
click the R
 eturn to Editor button to assign the draft back to the TKBEditor.

The draft goes to the Awaiting Review state.

Schedule for Publication
The TKBPublisher can click the S
 chedule for Publication button when the draft is in
the Awaiting Publication state and needs to be published at a later date and time.

Note: Y
 ou can always c
 ancel or u
 pdate the scheduled publication:

Post Publish
Note: depends on the permission "manage own article" or "manage any article"
Click on Edit

Assigning multiple roles to community members
Admins might decide to grant certain members multiple workflow roles. There
could be situations where a community member can be:
● Both a TKBEditor and a TKBPublisher when the article needs to go
through a two-step workflow - a community member creates articles
and another community member edits & publishes it
● all three i.e., a TKBAuthor, a TKBEditor and a TKBPublisher. He can
publish the article without taking it through the three-step workflow.
● both a TKBAuthor and a TKBPublisher when the same member
authors & publishes articles while another community member reviews
the article
● both a TKBAuthor and a TKBEditor when the article needs to go
through a two-step workflow - a community member creates & edits
the article and another community member publishes it.

The below table shows the actions that members with different role combinations
can perform at various states in the workflow.

